CD-AC1-2  
“Good Day Tulsa” Channel 8. Interview with Michael Wallis.

CD-AC 3  
_Cars_ music of the movies and promo. May 2006.

DVD-AC1  
_Cars_ press materials.

DVD-AC2  
_Cars_ Target exclusive.

DVD-AC3  
“Radiator Springs Adventures.”

DVD-AC4  
_Cars_ widescreen.

DVD-AC5  
“Cars on Route 66.”

VHS-BH 1  

VHS-EDL 1  

VHS-EDL 2  
The Shrine. “Original from broadcast.”

VHS-EDL 3  

VHS-EDL 4  
OETA: Michael Wallis/En Divina Luz.  
OETA: Michael Wallis and the late Beatrice (feline pal and muse) at his office. 4 Jul 1994.

VHS-HW 1  

VHS-MK 1  
Michael Wallis “Mankiller”; Michael Wallis on Sam Jones Show 27 Feb 1996.
VHS-OM 1
Nobel House.  21-23 Feb.

VHS-OM 2
OETA:  *Oil Man.*

VHS-OM 3
*Oil Man:* Your Library Check It Out.  5 Nov 1988.

VHS-OM 4
Michael Wallis/Oilman.
Terry Young Show
K. Keith
R. Kinsaul

VHS-OM 5
KSWO-TV “Platform Program.”

VHS-OM 6

VHS-OM 7

VHS-OM 8
Michael Wallis/Oilman/upstairs office.
Phil Donahue/Post Sensitive Male.  JWF.

VHS-OC 1
Oklahoma Living/Karen Keith/Crossroads/Michael Wallis.
Crossroads/KOTV6/Michael Wallis and David Fitzgerald.

VHS-PBF 1
Dedication of historical marker.  Death of Pretty Boy Floyd.  Conkle Farm, Ohio.

VHS-PBF 2

VHS-PBF 3

VHS-PBF 4A
VHS-PBF 4B  

VHS-PBF 4C  
Pretty Boy Floyd. Another copy

VHS-PBF 4D  

VHS-PBF 5  
Pretty Boy Floyd.

VHS-PBF 6A  

VHS-PBF 6B  
Pretty Boy Floyd. Interview of Michael Wallis on The History Channel.

VHS-PBF 7  
Pretty Boy Floyd.

VHS-PBF 8  
OETA: Depression/Pretty Boy Floyd.  
KTUL-TV8: Wilma Mankiller.  
OETA: News  
Sam Jones/open line.

VHS-PBF 9  
Alcatraz. Island of Hate.

VHS-RWW 1  

VHS-RWW 2  
101 Ranch documentary.

VHS-RWW 3  
WKY-TV: 101 Ranch.

VHS-RWW 4A  
101 Ranch logo and souvenirs.  
Black/white picture reels 1, 2, 3.

VHS-RWW 4B  
Black/white picture reels 4.  
Music segments.  
VHS-RWW5  
Benny Kent. 101 Ranch.
VHS-RWW 6A
  101 Ranch “Comp reel #4”

VHW-RWW 7
  Remember the 101 Ranch: Highlights of the weekend activities of the 100th anniversary. Ponca City, Oklahoma. 21-22 Aug 1995.

VHS-RWW 8

VHS-RWW 9
  Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show. Produced by the Old Army Press.

VHS-RWW 10A-B
  Custer’s Last Fight. Produced by the Old Army Press.

VHS-RWW 11
  Harry Carry’s funeral. 27 Feb 1998.

VHS-RWW 12
  Heritage Bookstore: Wild West.

VHS-RWW 13

VHS-RWW 14

VHS-RWW 15A
  Miller family pictures. Reel #1.

VHS-RWW 15B
  Miller family pictures. Reel #2.

VHS-RWW 16
  On the Road with the Will Rogers Follies. A&E network.
  New York station Follies clip.
  OETA Tulsa Magazine.

VHS-RWW 17A-17M
  The Real Wild West series. A&E. 1992. Features include:
  The Battle of the Alamo.
  Bloody Dodge City
  Buffalo Bill and His Wild West.
  The Coming of the Iron Horse.
  Custer and the 7th Cavalry.
  Geronimo: The Last Renegade.
  The Guns That Tamed the West.
The Law from Behind the Tin Star.
The Rush for Gold.
Sitting Bull and the Great Sioux Nation.
Westward Ho: The Wagon Train.
Wild, Wild, Women.
The 101 Ranch.

VHS-RWW 18

VHS-RWW 19
   “You Know My Name” starring Sam Elliott.

CD-R66 2
   Norwegian Route 66 Tour of 1999.

CD-R66 3-4
   “It’s Hard to Sing the Old Road Songs of US 66.” Ron Dunivan.

CD-R66 5

CD-R66 6
   “Route 66 and the American Dream” Written and produced by Ron Bernthal, presented by WJFF Public Radio.

DVD-R66 1

VHS-R66 1A

VHS-R66 1B

VHS-R66 2A

VHS-R66 2B
   Harley Davidson “Ridin’ Route 66. The Video.” 3 minute demo.

VHS-R66 2C

VHS-R66 2D
   Harley Davidson “Ridin’ Route 66. The Video.” Television highlights.
VHS-R66 3A-B  

VHS-R66 4  

VHS-R66 5  

VHS-R66 6A  

VHS-R66 6B  
Route 66. Pilot for the TV series premiere. Episodes 10 and 33.

VHS-R66 7A  

VHS-R66 7B  
Route 66 Revisited with Michael Wallis. 1st trial not for broadcast.

VHS-R66 8A-B  

VHS-R66 9  

VHS-R66 10A  

VHS-R66 10B  
Route 66 Special Collector’s Series. Vol. II.

VHS-R66 11A-B  
Colores! Route 66 in New Mexico. KNME-TV 1130.

VHS-R66 12A  
The Oklahoma I Remember. Act I with time code burn-in.

VHS-R66 12B  
The Oklahoma I Remember. Act II.

VHS-R66 12C  
The Oklahoma I Remember. Act III.

VHS-R66 12D  
The Oklahoma I Remember. Act IV.

VHS-R66 12E

VHS-R66 12F
“Fine cut, low res.”

VHS-R66 13
“Nice quote in the AP piece about Route 66 in the Smithsonian. Here’s a copy of the show. Thanks for your help! L.S.”

VHS-R66 14

VHS-R66 15
Route 66: The Road that Built America.

VHS-R66 16

VHS-R66 17
Smithsonian tour of Route 66 in Kansas. 21 Jun 1994.

VHS-R66 18
Harley Mania.

VHS-R66 19A

VHS-R66 19B
“PA Harley i USA. NTSC.”

VHS-R66 20
Route 66 Anniversary on Good Morning America. 20 Nov 1992.
KJRH-TV2 7 Nov.
KOTV6 7 Nov.
KTUL-TV8 7 Nov.
OETA 11 Nov.

VHS-R66 21
Route 66 news clips.

VHS-R66 22

VHS-R66 23

VHS-R66 24
VHS-R66 25
CBS This Morning. 8 Jul 1991.

VHS-R66 26

VHS-R66 27
Michael Wallis of Route 66. Good Morning America.

VHS-R66 28
Michael Wallis of Route 66. Good Morning America on the Road. 27, 29 May; 4-5 Jun 1997.

VHS-R66 29

VHS-R66 30
Michael Wallis Route 66. 10 Jun 1990. NBC.

VHS-R66 31
Grapes of Wrath: Route 66.
Grapes of Wrath: Epilogue.

VHS-R66 32
Unknown content.

VHS-R66 33
Route 66 spots #1 and #2. Media Syndication Global. 28 Apr 1995.

VHS-R66 34

VHS-R66 35
The Signs and Rhymes of Burma Shave. 1991.

VHS-R66 36

VHS-R66 37A
Bones of the Old Road.
Rough cuts.
Cuervo cut-off.
La Bajada Hill.
VHS-R66 37B

VHS-R66 38A
Bruce Debo #1. Rolla to Waynesville, Missouri.

VHS-R66 38B
Bruce Debo #2. Waynesville to Carthage, Missouri.

VHS-R66 39A

VHS-R66 39B
Michael Martin Murphey. Route 66. West Fest.

VHS-R66 40
Route 66. Universal Music and Post Inc.

VHS-R66 41
Lifestyles with Robin Leach and Shari Belafonte. Finola Hughes – Route 66.

VHS-R66 42
Route 66 Travel Ideas. KOKH-TV. 10 Jun 1996.

VHS-R66 43
Route 66: The Road West. Selected segments.

VHS-R66 44
Imagining America. Route 66.

VHS-R66 45
Route 66 Tour. KOAT-7 Albuquerque, New Mexico.

VHS-R66 46
WLS-TV Chicago. Jay Foot “Kicks on Route 66.”

VHS-R66 47
Excerpt from Ride 66-Texas.

VHS-R66 48
KTUL-TV8 Oklahoma Outback – Route 66. 3 May 1990.
KOTV-6 Lewis Meyer – Route 66. 22 May 1990.
Lewis Meyer review. 27 May 1990.
KTUL-TV8 Good Morning Oklahoma. 18 Jun 1990.

VHS-R66 49
VHS-R66 50

VHS-R66 51
Route 66: The Mother Road. A publicity tape.

VHS-R66 52
Unknown content.

VHS-R66 53
Route 66.

VHS-R66 54A
Jan Scott Tonite. Route 66 Road Trip. #2 Southern Illinois.

VHS-R66 54B

VHS-R66 54C
Jan Scott Tonite. Route 66 Road Trip. #4 Texas panhandle. Feb 1997.

VHS-R66 55
Unknown content.

VHS-R66 56

VHS-R66 57
Writing Out Loud. Route 66 Anniversary Show. Show 1.
Heaven’s Window. Show 2.

VHS-R66 58

VHS-R66 59
Route 66.

VHS-R66 60
Route 66.

VHS-R66 61
Unknown content.

VHS-R66 62
Unknown content.

VHS-R66 63A
Route 66: Slides from St. Martin’s Press. Beridox tape #1.
VHS-R66 63B
Route 66: Slides from St. Martin’s Press. Beridox tape #2.

VHS-R66 64
Unidentified content.

VHS-R66 65
Cookabout tape #1. British interview with Michael Wallis in reference to Route 66.

VHS-R66 66
[Foreign film on Route 66.]

VHS-R66 67A-B

VHS-R66 68
National Cowboy Hall of Fame 2000 Heritage Awards

VHS-R66 69
Off-line/rough cut of Avery & Wallis interviews on Oklahoma Route 66.

VHS-R66 70

VHS-ART 1
Sutton Avian Research Center, Bartlesville Oklahoma:
KOTV6 – Songs of the Prairies.
CBS This Morning.
NBC Today Show.
OETA – Outdoor Oklahoma.
KOTV6 – On a Wing and a Prayer.

VHS-ART 2

CD-MISC 1

CD-MISC 2
Blue Suede Films photo CD. Olympia, Washington.

CD-MISC 3
Beyond Elvis. Aaron Patrick.

VHS-MISC 1A
VHS-MISC 1B

VHS-MISC 2A-B
Defiance. A movie featuring Michael Wallis as the narrator and in role as cowboy. Trailer 1 Jun 1999.

VHS-MISC 2C
Defiance. Rough cut.

VHS-MISC 2D
Copyright Doveed Linder. 2002.

VHS-MISC 3
Indians, Outlaws and Angie Debo.

VHS-MISC 4

VHS-MISC 5

VHS-MISC 6

VHS-MISC 7
Daddy-O. Interview of the pop artist. an Antonio, Texas.

VHS-MISC 8
Sonny Barger. Head of Hell’s Angels. 31 Apr 2000.

VHS-MISC 9
Jim Fitzgerald. Agent and brother-in-law.

VHS-MISC 10

VHS-MISC 11

VHS-MISC 12

VHS-MISC 13
Still Swingin’: The History of Bob Wills and Western Swing Music,

VHS-MISC 15-18
Tulsa History Series. Vintage Films. Michael Wallis appearance in several segments. Segments include:
- “Things Not in Tulsa Anymore.”
- “Tulsa Memories.”
- “Let’s Go Downtown.”
- “Holy Tulsa.”

VHS-MISC 19A-19B

VHS-MISC 20
St. Francis Hospital. “Make a Difference at Saint Francis.” Narrated by Michael Wallis.

VHS-MISC 21A
1994 Lynn Riggs Day with Michael Wallis.

VHS-MISC 21B
1994 Lynn Riggs Day with Michael Wallis. [Another version].

VHS-MISC 21C
Robert Weil, St. Martin’s Press, speech for Michael Wallis at Lynn Riggs presentation, no date.

VHS-MISC 22
“You’re On” with S. Jones, no date.

VHS-MISC 23
Carol Parker Show, no date.

VHS-MISC 24
Ken Richmond.

VHS-MISC 25
Oklahoma People; KJRH-TV2; 15 Mar 1998.

VHS-MISC 26
“A Speech.”

VHS-MISC 27

VHS-MISC 28
Glenda Silvey, KOTV6 interview, 5 Jun.

VHS-MISC 29

VHS-MISC 30A-B
Michael Wallis demo reel.

VHS-MISC 30C
Demo master Beta cam.

VHS-MISC 31
Michael Wallis comments on Woolaroc. 8 Nov 1999.

VHS-MISC 32
Michael Wallis on Writing Out Loud. Parts I-II.

VHS-MISC 33
Michael Wallis with Teresa Miller on Writing Out Loud. Rogers State College, May 1995

VHS-MISC 34
Writing Out Loud. Rogers State College.

VHS-MISC 35

VHS-MISC 36
KOTV6 interview with Michael Wallis. 1 Jul 1993.

VHS-MISC 37
Good Morning America. 9 Jul 1990.

VHS-MISC 38

VHS-MISC 39
Michael Wallis. Telecable of Springfield.

VHS-MISC 40
KOTV6 news feature with Michael Wallis, 1 May 1997.

VHS-MISC 41
Oklahoma City Metro. 16 Jul 1999.

VHS-MISC 42
VHS-MISC 43
Michael Wallis Pulitzer nomination news coverage on KOTV6, KTUL-TV8, OETA.  Jun 29, Jul 4.

VHS-MISC 44

VHS-MISC 45
Catch the Spirit of Independence.  Independence Chamber of Commerce.

VHS-MISC 46
Lewis Meyer.  4 Sept 1994.

VHS-MISC 47
[Michael Wallis interview in re Blue Suede.]

VHS-MISC 48
“Final tape – OETA.  Note 1.18.99.  Received at Tulsa.”

VHS-MISC 49

VHS-MISC 50A-B

VHS-MISC 51

VHS-MISC 52
First Reunion OCR from Short Webster.

VHS-MISC 53

VHS-MISC 54

VHS-MISC 55
A Son of Ireland.

VHS-MISC 56

VHS-MISC 57
Unidentified content from St. Martin’s Press.  c1992